
5/14/21 - Weekly Board Notes 

 

 

Kelly Niccolls - High-Quality Master Schedules: 

I want to share with Trustees some important definitions, details, and resources to help build context as 

we select an aligned High School (HS) schedule and transition into formally developing quality 

learning experiences within that aligned HS schedule.  You will see there are some bigger level impacts 

we are also working on in conjunction with HS schedule alignment to ensure CDA secondary schools 

are 21st century, equity-centered, high-quality learning environments. 
 

First, two important questions: 

What is advisory?  Advisory has a few representations and I want to be clear about how an “advisory” 

could support our strategic priorities. 

Advisory as an intervention time- some schools use an advisory period as an intervention opportunity 

to provide dedicated study time, guided small group instruction, time to meet with teachers for specific 

support, SAT prep, project development, etc.  This is resourceful time for tier 1 instruction 

interventions and correlates to increased grades and academic outcomes. 

Advisory as an engagement, relationship time - some schools use an advisory to develop community 

and belonging.  A key indicator for student success and perseverance in secondary school is having a 

meaningful relationship with at least one adult.  These types of communities are also important times 

for SEL development and conflict resolution.  Although this might appear as non-”instructional” time, 

the relationship and capacity developed in advisory communities such as these, do positively impact 

the ability for students to engage in classes and correlates to academic success. 

Advisory structures- advisory classes can be daily, once a week, a few times a week, or even once a 

month.  The outcomes of the advisory should drive the schedule of advisory - a more robust academic 

outcome or relationship development warrants more frequent times in advisory. 

Advisory challenges- this can be a challenge for consistent implementation.  It requires teacher buy-in, 

highly organized structures, and evident usefulness for students and staff. 
 

What is flex-time?  Flex-time is a block of time that can be used in a variety of ways in support of 

personalized learning for both students and staff.  Flex-time is highly adaptive and can incorporate 

academic interventions, creative exploration, project development, 1:1 and small group instruction, 

professional development, student activities, etc.  Although it is not a common experience and can 

appear very loose - there are examples of quality structure and use of this time and how it is helpful to 

meet real-time demands in testing season, graduation season, start and end of the year community 

building, and personalized learning needs for students whether that be remediation or acceleration 

supports. 

Flex-time structures- Flex-times are usually larger chunks of time, around 2 hours.  Most models 

incorporate flex-times once or twice a week.  There are rare daily flex-time models or monthly models. 

Flex-time challenges- If flex-times are not well scheduled or facilitated, this time can become 

disruptive and not provide the return on investment of time.  Options must be very intentional and high 

expectation outcomes must be in place. 
 

Revisiting opportunity and access: 

Grade level coursework: One key element of change that I am beginning to work on with HS schedules 

is to ensure that we only teach at grade level and have a more streamlined process for student 



interventions to prevent failing grades or makeup credits.  Right now, both of our comprehensive HSs 

do not currently have a streamlined process for essential tier 1 instruction and interventions.  We do 

have a District-wide MTSS process rolling out next year that will help with this.  And, I am working 

with the scheduling admin to ensure that starting 2022, we only have master schedules that represent 

the rigor, access, and opportunity for students to have a meaningful high school learning experience. 

CTE pathway expansion: We are working with Colby Mattila to tighten and improve our CTE course 

offerings and expand down to the middle levels.  We are working to ensure that all CTE courses or 

pathways provide an industry-recognized certification, that we are offering CTE pathways that are 

relevant to the local workforce market, and developing relevant skills for high-paying post-secondary 

employment. 

POG Learning Evidence: As you know in our strategic timeline, we have a requirement for ALL high 

school graduates to meet ID CCR standards of experiencing one or more of the following: 

 Taking and passing AP/IB courses 

 Dual Credit 

 Earned IRCs (industry-recognized certification) 

 Apprenticeship 

 Internship 

In addition to expanding our CTE pathways, we hope to expand AP offerings for grades 9-12 and more 

in-school dual credit course offerings. 

7-year Learning Plan: I am working with the CCR coordinators to expand our 4-year plan to a 7-year 

plan.  This is in alignment with our development of student learning plans, student-led conferences, and 

our equity goals of student access.  Beginning the post-secondary planning conversation with students 

and families in 5th grade will allow them to know all the options, course trajectories, necessary 

experiences, and resources available to move forward in a direction that meets their needs and interests.  

Many times our students are already shut out of post-secondary options in the 9th grade because they 

weren’t aware of 7th and 8th grade math options, advanced opportunities to take advantage of, and 

now, even CTE pathways. 
 

Resources: 

Here are a few key resources, if you’re interested.  There’s more where this came from as well - if 

you’d like to learn more!  :) 

We are Crew 

Overcoming the Achievement Gap Trap 

It’s Being Done… 

 

 

 

Mike Nelson - High School Comparative Data Packet: 

All Trustees should have received a printed copy of the high school comparative data as requested by 

Trustee Morrisroe.  A PDF copy is attached.  If you would like any guidance or have questions about 

any of the metrics. 

SEE ATTACHED MEMORANDUM – HIGH SCHOOL COMPARISON DATA 17-MAY 2021 DOCUMENT. 

 

 

End Of The Week 5/14/21 COVID Activity:  

SEE ATTACHED COVID BUILDING TRACKER & DASHBOARD (2) DOCUMENTS. 

https://eleducation.org/resources/we-are-crew
https://www.amazon.com/Overcoming-Achievement-Gap-Trap-Superiority/dp/1936763273
https://www.amazon.com/Its-Being-Done-Academic-Unexpected/dp/1891792393


 

 

 

Weekly Entries/Withdrawals - Beginning Mid-April 2021 Report: 

The attached data represents entries/withdrawals by school for each week from Thursday through 

Wednesday.  A summary of where these come from is listed below each week. 

SEE ATTACHED Weekly E-W – 5.6.21-5.12.21 DOCUMENT. 

 

 

 

5/13/21 - Current Enrollment Numbers Reports: 

SEE ATTACHED ELEMENTARY & SECONDARY ENROLLMENT REPORTS (2) DOCUMENTS. 

 

 

 

5/7/21 - End Of The Week - Daily Enrollment And Absence Report: 

SEE ATTACHED DAILY ABSENCE REPORT. 

 

 

 

Q &A Responses: (Cabinet responses to Trustee questions will be placed here and posted on the following 

Board Weekly Notes.) 


